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Thin Pt films on an yttrium iron garnet (YIG ¼ Y3Fe5O12) show ferromagneticlike transport properties,
which may impact the functionality of Pt in spin current detection, but do not provide direct quantitative
information on the Pt magnetization. We report magnetic x-ray magnetic circular dichroism measure-
ments of YIG=Ptð1:5 nmÞ showing an average Pt moment of 0:054 B at 300 K and 0:076 B at 20 K.
This observation indicates strong proximity effects and induced magnetic ordering in Pt on magnetic
insulators and their contribution to the spin-related measurements should not be neglected. The transport
characteristics also suggest considerable modifications in the Pt electronic structure due to magnetic
ordering.
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Spintronic phenomena exploit generation, manipulation,
and detection of spin polarized charge carriers. Spin imbal-
ance exists in magnetic materials where band structure
splitting results in differences in effective mass, Fermi
velocity, wave vector and density of states for spin-up
and spin-down charge carriers [1–3]. Recently it has been
demonstrated that, in addition to magnetic materials, spin
imbalance can also be generated in nonmagnetic materials
by an external electrical field, magnetic field or thermal
gradient. Even more significantly, one can now explore the
effects of a pure spin current without the accompaniment
of a charge current carrying a maximal spin angular
momentum with minimal charge carriers [4–7].
The spin Hall effect (SHE) is among the first pure spin
current phenomena, where a charge current in a nonmag-
netic material results in a pure spin current by the strong
spin-orbit coupling of the host. Direct SHE has been
observed in a number of nonmagnetic metals and semi-
conductors [1,2] and the resultant spin accumulation can
be detected optically [3]. To electrically measure a pure
spin current, one can use a lateral nonlocal spin valve [4,5]
structure where a ferromagnetic component is placed
within the spin diffusion length of only a few tens of nm
from the current. In the inverse spin Hall effect [6,7], a
nonmagnetic metal with strong spin-orbit coupling can
convert a pure spin current into charge accumulation.
The prowess of converting a spin current to an electrical
signal via the inverse spin Hall effect is specified by the
spin Hall angleH [8,9], which is the ratio of the spin Hall
conductivity and the charge conductivity. As in the case of
its counterpart of charge Hall angle, the value ofH can be
of either sign. A number of metals with a large H have
been measured experimentally. Some experimental values
of H are consistent with calculated results, whereas
others disagree even in sign.
Of all the nonmagnetic metals, platinum (Pt) has been
used most often as a pure spin current detector. Indeed, Pt
is instrumental in establishing virtually all the pure spin
current phenomena including the spin Seeback effect
(SSE) [10,11], spin pumping [12], spin Hall switching
[13], and spin Hall induced ferromagnetic resonance
[14]. In all of these cases there are magnetically ordered
and nonmagnetic (Pt) interfaces in generating, transport-
ing, and detecting the spin currents. It is essential to
determine if the nonmagnetic metal in contact with a
ferromagnetic material acquires ferromagnetic character-
istics, or its unique role in converting pure spin current
would be compromised. Thus, it is of critical importance to
ascertain the nonmagnetic nature of spin current detectors,
such as Pt, so that the magneto- and thermo- spin transport
phenomena can be unequivocally established.
Recently, SSE in ferromagnetic insulators in the longi-
tudinal geometry has been studied in detail [15,16].
Since in this geometry the temperature gradient is along
the spin current direction, one expects there should only be
SSE without the presence of the anomalous Nernst effect,
which contaminates the SSE in the transverse geometry.
However, the YIG=Pt samples, where a Pt thin film has
been grown on an insulating ferrimagnetic Y3Fe5O12
(YIG), unexpectedly show anisotropic magnetoresistance
(AMR), anomalous Hall effect (AHE), and anomalous
Nernst effect behaviors. These ferromagneticlike charac-
teristics strongly suggest the presence of induced Pt mag-
netic moments, and from the Pt thickness dependence,
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Pt moments close to the YIG=Pt interface. However, these
acute magnetic proximity effects notwithstanding, magne-
totransport results do not provide direct and quantitative
information on the Pt magnetization.
In this work, we report on direct Pt magnetic moment
measurements using x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD). XMCD is an element specific technique that
determines the induced magnetic moments in the Pt
atoms. XMCD has been used previously to reveal Pt
moments in contact with various conducting ferromag-
netic surfaces and confirming the interfacial proximity
behavior [17–19]. In the present case, we have observed
clear temperature dependent ferromagnetic ordering in
the Pt thin films grown on epitaxial YIG substrates.
This observation provides direct evidence of the induced
moment in Pt when it is in contact with magnetically ord-
ered materials, either conducting (e.g., Fe, Co) as previ-
ously established or insulating (e.g., YIG) as reported
here. The observed magnetic polarization in Pt due to
the proximity effect when in contact with a ferromagnetic
metal or insulator questions the suitability of Pt as a pure
spin current detector.
In this study, we used substrates that consist of 18 m
thick single crystalline (111) YIG layers grown by liquid
phase epitaxy on (111) Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) substrates. The
YIG layers have a top surface root mean square roughness
of less than 0.3 nm over a scanning area of 1 1 m2, as
characterized by atomic force microscopy [Fig. 1(a)]. Full
width at half maximum of the (444) peak rocking curve
from these YIG is about 0.0116, as measured on a Bruker
D8 Discover x-ray diffractometer using Cu K1 radiation.
Patterned Pt thin films with thickness between 1.3 and
30 nm via a physical mask were sputter deposited on
GGG/YIG samples. The samples for x-ray diffraction,
XMCD, and transport measurements have the dimension
of 5 3 0:5 mm3. To establish the close relationship
between XMCD and the magneto- and thermal transport
properties, specimens cut from the same sample have been
used in various measurements.
Magnetic hysteresis loop measurements performed on a
Quantum Design superconducting quantum interference
device magnetometer show that the YIG films are mag-
netically soft and isotropic in the film plane. As shown in
Fig. 1(b), at room temperature, the YIG layer has an in-
plane saturation field of about 60 Oe and a spontaneous
magnetization (4MS) of 1.75 kG, which is revealed in the
out-of-plane measurements due to the shape anisotropy. As
shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b), the spontaneous magneti-
zation of YIG increases monotonically with decreasing
temperature and reaches 2.48 kG at 5 K. These magnetic
properties agree well with those of bulk YIG.
XMCD measurements were performed on the 4ID-D
beam line at the Advanced Photon Source at the Argonne
National Laboratory using the fluorescence detection mode
at the Pt L2;3 absorption edges (2p1=2;3=2 ! 5d transition).
Circularly polarized x rays were generated using a
500 m-thick diamond phase retarder, and XMCD was
measured by switching the x-ray helicity. An electromag-
net was used to generate external magnetic fields parallel
to the sample surface and in the plane determined by the
incident x-ray direction and the sample surface normal
direction. The x-ray incident angle is about 3.
XMCD can provide direct magnetization measurement
along the wave vector direction with element specificity.
An XMCD characterization of Pt L2 and L3 edges was
performed to probe the magnetization of Pt atoms on YIG.
Contrary to the report by Geprägs et al. [20], a clear
XMCD signal from Pt has been detected. Figure 2 shows
the polarization-averaged x-ray adsorption spectra (XAS)
and XMCD spectra for a 1.5 nm Pt film. The same scaling
factor to normalize the XAS step height to 2.07 at the L3
edge and 1.00 at the L2 edge was used for the XMCD
spectra [21]. The clear dichroism effect can be observed
and the sign of the XMCD spectra changes with applied
magnetic field direction. Also the XMCD signal intensifies
when measurement temperature is lowered from 300 to
20 K. Inset of Fig. 2(b) confirms that the XMCD signal is
not experimental artifact such as a result of energy shifts
between two circular polarizations. Statistical errors in the
XMCD signal are shown in the inset.
The Pt L3 XMCD-to-XAS step edge height ratio is
around 1% for this sample. This value is significantly lower
than XMCD signals observed from Pt in contact with pure
3d ferromagnets. In comparison, in FePt nanoparticles, a
15% XMCD to XAS step edge height ratio was observed at
the Pt L3 [22]. For thin film structures, a 22% XMCD to
XAS step edge height ratio was observed for a 0.15 nm Pt
grown on Co. This ratio decreases to about 9% and 4%
when the Pt thickness has been increased to 1 and 2 nm,
respectively. Assuming the Pt magnetization possesses an
exponential decay from the Pt=Co interface, a decaying
constant of 0.41 nm was reported [21]. Resonant magnetic
x-ray reflectivity studied further suggested that the induced
Pt moments are located within 1 nm from the Co/Pt
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Atomic force microscopy surface
topography of a representative YIG film and (b) corresponding
room temperature in-plane and perpendicular M-H curves. The
inset shows the temperature dependence of the YIG spontaneous
magnetization.
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interface [21]. In Ni=Pt multilayers, a layer-resolved
XMCD study confirmed that the induced Pt moment was
localized near theNi=Pt interfaces [19]. The lower value of
the observed XMCD signal strength from Pt grown on YIG
is a direct reflection of the smaller magnetization in YIG.
Further investigation using the sum rules [23,24] allows
the determination of per Pt atom orbital moment mo and
spin asymmetry term ms þ 7mT, including the spin
moment ms and the magnetic dipole moment mT. We
used the number of 5d holes of nPth ¼ 1:73 as done for
FePt [22]. For the two measurement temperatures of 300
and 20 K, mo has been determined to be 0:010 B and
0:017 B, and the effective spin moment ms þ 7mT has
been determined to be 0:044 B and 0:059 B, respec-
tively. In Co=Pt bilayers, the 7mT term was about 1 order of
magnitude smaller [21]. An increase of average Pt moment
from 0:054 B at 300 K to 0:076 B at 20 K is recorded
as the YIG magnetization changes from 1.75 to 2.48 kG.
The fast increase in Pt moment could reflect the significant
magnetization change in YIG.
In addition to XMCD, it is essential to compare the
resistivity, MR, thermogalvanic as well as the Hall effect
for Pt thin films grown on YIG and GGG substrates. AMR
effects can be clearly observed in the Pt films grown on
YIG. Figure 3 shows the representative geometry and
thickness dependences of the MR and thermal effects in
these samples. Such effects are absent from the GGG/Pt
samples. The longitudinal and transverse MR of the
YIG=Pt show the same field dependences as those of the
hysteresis loops of YIG. Coupled with the AMR effect
the anomalous Nernst effect as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)
gives the thermovoltage measured for YIG=Pt (4 nm) with
a temperature gradient applied perpendicular to the sample
plane. The field dependence of the thermal voltage coin-
cides with the sample AMR, both coupled to the magneti-
zation of the film.
With the in-plane applied magnetic field exceeding the
saturation field of YIG and rotating in plane, the resistivity
shows a cos2 dependence, where  is the angle between
the field direction and the length direction of the Pt pattern
[inset of Fig. 3(a)]. A decrease in MR ratio with increasing
film thickness [Fig. 3(d)] supports the argument that
FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Longitudinal and transverse MR
curves of a YIG=Ptð1:5 nmÞ sample measured at 300 and 5 K
with electrode configuration shown in the inset; (b) and
(c) coupled MR and Nernst effect measurements for a
YIG=Ptð4:0 nmÞ sample; and (d) Pt thickness dependence of
AMR ratio for YIG=Pt at 300 and 5 K. The solid lines are guides
for the eye. Inset in (d) plots the resistivity as a function of in-
plane field direction (8 kOe) for a representative sample
YIG=Ptð1:5 nmÞ at 300 K, and the solid line is a fitting result
using cosine square function.
FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Normalized synchrotron x-ray ab-
sorption spectra, and (b) corresponding x-ray magnetic dichro-
ism with an in-plane magnetic field of 500 Oe from the
YIG=Ptð1:5 nmÞ at 300 and 20 K. Inset compares the first
derivative of the XAS spectra with the XMCD signal of L3
edge obtained at 20 K. Error bars are included in the XMCD
results to indicate measurement noise level.
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magnetic order in Pt deposited on YIG can be a result of
the magnetic proximity effect.
A closer look at the temperature dependence of the
magnetotransport properties of the Pt thin films shows
different characteristics from conventional bulk ferromag-
netic materials; i.e., the magnetoresistance has an initial
increase with decreasing temperature from room tempera-
ture, but the trend turns negative below 100 K [Fig. 4(a)].
In addition, resistivity of the Pt thin film samples also
shows significant thickness dependence. For films thicker
than 10 nm, sample resistivity decreases gradually with
temperature reduction. But nonmonotonic temperature
dependence becomes obvious when film thickness drops
below 4 nm. As shown in Fig. 4(b), a resistivity minimum
appears at around 20 K for the 1.5 nm Pt, 15 K for the 2 nm
Pt, and 10 K for 4 nm Pt, respectively. This occurrence of
the metal to insulator transition in the Pt thin film sample
should originate from the weak localization of electrons
caused by dimensional effect. In any case, the slight resis-
tivity increase for thin Pt layers at low temperature cannot
account for the AMR reduction below 100 K.
The Pt film resistivity grown on GGG and YIG is
compared. As shown in Fig. 4(b), both series samples
exhibit very similar thickness and temperature depen-
dence. But under otherwise same conditions, GGG/Pt
shows a larger resistivity and this becomes more significant
for thinner Pt layers. Considering the fact that the YIG
underlayer and the GGG substrates have the same surface
roughness, the resistivity reduction of the Pt layers should
not come from the thin film uniformity. The introduction of
magnetic ordering in Pt by the YIG underlayer will result
in the band split for the Pt 5d spin-up and spin-down
electrons, which in turn will lower the density of states
(DOS) at the Pt Fermi level. Reduction in the DOS will
result in less s-d scattering and lead to a smaller resistivity
for the magnetic ordered Pt layer. Therefore, comparison
between the Pt film resistivity of YIG=Pt and GGG/Pt also
suggests that the electronic structure of the Pt layer has
been appreciably modified by the YIG underlayer.
Besides AMR, the YIG=Pt samples possess both
temperature-sensitive ordinary (OHE) and anomalous
(AHE) Hall effect. Since the temperature dependence of
AHE in the YIG=Pt films has been discussed previously
[15], we focus on the OHE in the samples. As shown
in Fig. 4(c), thinner Pt layers exhibit more prominent
OHE temperature dependences. There is a change of OHE
coefficient sign from negative at room temperature to
positive at low temperatures. Phenomenologically, the
OHE coefficient (RO) and resistivity of a material can be
related to the charge carrier concentration and correspond-
ing mobility as,
RO ¼
p2p  n2n
qðpp þ nnÞ2
;
 ¼ 1
qðnn þ ppÞ ;
where p, n, p, and n are the hole, electron density, and
their mobility, respectively. With the possible existence of
both charge carriers, it is impossible to determine their
temperature dependences just from the OHE coefficient
and resistivity data. But nonetheless, these measurements
suggest that the electronic band structure can have signifi-
cant change for thin Pt films and result in OHE coefficient
increase and AMR reduction. Strong temperature OHE
coefficient dependence can only be observed for samples
on YIG substrates, not on the GGG substrates, and will
diminish with increasing Pt thickness. These observations
again indicate the significant interactions between YIG and
Pt and the interfacial nature of this interaction. A recent
ab initio study explained the spin polarization mechanism
in Pt on YIG [25]. Phenomenologically, we believe the
interfacial electrons from Pt can penetrate into YIG and be
reflected back into the Pt. Affected by the strong exchange
interaction within YIG, spin splitting and appreciable
change in the DOS at the Fermi level will happen in the
interfacial Pt layers, and, thus, lead to the observed
thickness-dependent Pt transport behavior. The details of
the phenomenon are currently under theoretical investiga-
tion and are not the focus of this Letter.
In summary, well-defined XMCD peaks at the L adsorp-
tion edges of Pt and the inversion of the dichroic signal
with opposite magnetic fields, both at 300 and 20 K,
demonstrate a clear magnetic polarization and proximity
effect in Pt thin films grown on ferromagnetic YIG.
Using XMCD, the average polarized Pt magnetization of
0:076 B per Pt has been determined for a layer 1.5 nm
thick. Pt moment orientation and temperature dependence
FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Temperature dependence of the
anisotropic magnetoresistance for a YIG=Ptð1:5 nmÞ and a
YIG=Ptð4 nmÞ film. (b) Comparison of the thickness dependent
Pt thin film resistivity grown on YIG and GGG substrates as a
function of temperature; and (c) ordinary Hall coefficient mea-
sured for Pt films grown on YIG and GGG substrates.
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show strong correlation to the YIG magnetization.
Magnetotransport properties of YIG=Pt show thickness-
dependent ferromagneticlike behaviors that are absent in
the GGG/Pt samples. The magnetotransport characteristics
of thin Pt layers are also different from common uniform
magnetic material, displaying unconventional AMR and
OHE coefficient temperature dependences.
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